
“ OneSwitch” USB Interface Module construction tutorial

Ingredients:
- One full size rollable silicon keyboard (this one seems to be “ Chesen”brand, but there are probably other brands
using identical circuitry. These are approx $10 on Ebay or Trademe auction sites)
- One 330 ohm resistor (1/8th or 1/4 watt is fine)
- One 3.5mm “ mono”connector
- Short piece of “ twin”wire or thin coax.
- Soldering equipment, scissors, insulating tape.

The rollable silicon keyboard is a fairly common item:

Turn the keyboard over and carefully cut open the thin silicon rear sheath to expose the internal circuit board. Take
care to avoid any wires. (Doesn’t matter about the actual internal keyboard membrane itself as we are going to
discard that). Try to keep the outer piece of silicon sheet intact (it is quite easy to tear if you are rough...) because we
will use that silicon to wrap up (and insulate) the final product.



Here you can see the internal printed circuit board (pcb) which has two connectors that attach to the internal
keyboard membrane. I have used a black marker pen to identify the two pins which come from the Pause/Break key,
and these are the ones we need to connect the switch wires to:

This is the back view of the connectors. Please note that the long connector has one pin that does not actually go
through the pcb - the end pin of the connector is just sitting on top of the pcb and is completely disconnected. So
from this side it looks as if the pin we actually want to connect to is the fourth pin from the end. However, when we
look underneath the pcb this pin will appear to be the THIRD pin from the end:



Remove the sellotape which holds the membrane edge connectors attached to the black block, then pull the
membrane and pcb apart.

Using a pair of scissors cut the pcb holder away from the rest of the keyboard.

This shows you the underside of the pcb. Two arrows highlight the connector pins we will attach wires on to.



This closeup gives you a better idea of exactly which pins we want to solder to.

Make a small hole through the corner of the silicon frame and feed the wire into the housing.

Feed the wire through the hole in the pcb, feeding from the top side and exiting underneath.



Attach one of the wires to the last pin of the short connector. Attach the second wire to one end of a 330 ohm
resistor (using heatshrink tubing on the resistor/wire joint to make sure it stays insulated from the remainder of the
circuit). Attach the other end of the resistor onto the THIRD pin visible on the long connector (which of course is
actually the fourth pin as we saw earlier because the first pin does not come through the board...)



Cut a length of silicon sheet from the back of the remains of the keyboard and wrap it a couple of times around the
pcb assembly and wrap it in both directions with insulating tape so that the circuit board cannot slide out:

Use a high quality cosmetic finishing product to make it look good. (OK this is really just black cloth duct tape...)



Here is the end product, shown with a temporary switch wire plugged in for testing. You can use whatever kind of
switch is necessary for the particular disability need:

My cat wanted to get in on the action. He seems to enjoy walking on top of anything that people are concentrating
on. I just included the picture to illustrate the actual size. :-) Maybe he’s jealous of the amount of time I spend with
my Puppies.

Read below to find out how to make your OneSwitch Puppy respond to the output of the new interface:

********************************************************************************************

Configuration of OneSwitch scripts (radar-config and navbar-config):

This OneSwitch interface module will create “ keyswitch events” that signal via a different “ channel” to those of the
internal keyboard. The internal keyboard on the systems I have tried always appears on the “ event0” interface.
However, this interface module can be used on any usb port so I have seen it appear anywhere between “ event1”and
“ event13”depending on whether it is plugged in before or after boot time. So how do we configure the system to
detect the output of this interface? Fortunately SFR has written the OneSwitch script to be adjustable for the correct



“ event”parameter. Even better, he has also written a “ keyhunter” script that is able to hunt for the output of the
interface and it coaches the user to click the switch during a configuration phase, and then updates the OneSwitch
settings to match - so that the user can begin using the computer without manual configuration of the OneSwitch
settings.

I recommend you use the keyhunter script if available, but it is not present in some of the earlier oneswitch puppies.
If you are NOT using the keyhunter script then someone will need to manually configure the oneswitch settings as
follows:

Selection of “ event handler ” and “ keycode ” :

Oneswitch configuration gui -

When you attach the usb oneswitch interface to the PC you may find that the OneSwitch script does not detect the
pressing of the Pause/Break key. This probably means that the OneSwitch program is looking at the wrong “ event”
number. Forum member SFR (who wrote the “ OneSwitch” script) provided the following information concerning
setting the correct “ event handler”and “ keycode” to be monitored by Oneswitch:

You can see these two parameters highlighted here:

How do I find the correct event handler for my external keypad?

You can just try modifying the gui by trial and error: eg:
/dev/input/event1



/dev/input/event2
/dev/input/event3

|
/dev/input/event8 etc etc, and just keep on going till you hit the “ sweet spot”

Or you could also try entering the following command in a terminal (plug interface in first)
# cat /proc/bus/input/devices

You will see an output listing the event handlers for different hardware interrupts and you should be able to scroll
down to something like the following:

You can see that my new usb oneswitch interface is shown as being handled by “ kbd event8” so I typed event8 in
the oneswitch gui. (Note that there are two entries shown above - it seems that you can ignore the second entry
which shows “ event9” in this case)

How do we get the correct keycode?

The interface formed in this tutorial still uses keycode 119 - which is the Pause/Break key - so no keycode change
should be necessary, but if your modified interface does not work you may accidentally have tapped into the wrong
pin and be generating the wrong keycode. You can use the following method to confirm exactly what keycode your
modified interface is generating:

First make sure that SFRs’oneswitch pet is installed, then plug in the new interface. Open a terminal and type the
following:

# /usr/local/OneSwitch/tools/detect_key /dev/input/event0
(but make sure that you change the “ event”number to match what you discovered above.)



If you then click the switch you will see a response which will tell you which key number the system sees each
time you press and release the key.

If you modified the interface correctly you should see keycode 119. If not, you need to review the tutorial to work
out what has been connected incorrectly.

***************************************************************************************

Puppy Murga Forum links:

Original thread requesting help with switch script and offering various other solutions:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=84617

Latest Oneswitch .pet:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=87418

I have several versions of “ SwitchPup”which can be driven by a modified interface such as the one in this tutorial:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=85466




